A nonperturbative method is proposed for the approximative solution of the exact evolution equation which describes the scale dependence of the effective average action. It consists of a combination of exact evolution equations for independent couplings with renormalization group improved one loop expressions of secondary couplings. Our method is illustrated by an example: We compute the fl-function of the quartic coupling 2 of an O(N) symmetric scalar field theory to order 2 3 as well as the anomalous dimension to order 2 2 using only one loop expressions and find agreement with the two loop perturbation theory. We also treat the case of very strong coupling and confirm the existence of a "triviality bound".
Introduction
Nonperturbative field theoretical methods formulated in continuous space and allowing practical calculations are relatively rare. Among the best known figure the Schwinger-Dyson equations [1] which constitute a system of exact equations for the 1PI vertices. The momentum integrals appearing in these equations contain, however, not only 1PI vertices but also "bare" couplings. Their solution requires an understanding of physics at very different length scales, englobing the "short-distance physics" and the "long-distance physics" whose scale is characterized by the external momenta of the 1PI green functions. The necessity to integrate over a large momentum range (within which the relevant physics may vary) makes it often hard to find approximate methods which go beyond perturbation theory in some small dimensionless coupling.
The block spin approach [2] in lattice theories seems to be an ideal solution for this type of problem: Only the understanding of the physics within a small momentum range is needed in order to make the transition from one length scale to a larger one. The effective average action F~ [3] [4] [5] formulates the block spin concept in continuous space. The average action is expressed as a functional integral with a constraint which ensures that only quantum fluctuations with momenta q2 > k 2 are effectively included. Various field theoretical methods can be used for an approximate solution of this functional integral, as in particular, a renormalization group improved saddle point approximation [3] [4] [5] . This method is nonperturbative in the sense that no small dimensionless coupling is required. Nonperturbative phenomena in two and three dimensionsal scalar theories [4] , as well as in four dimensional scalar theories at nonvanishing temperature [6] have been described successfully by this method.
An infinitesimal analogue of the Schwinger-Dyson equations for the effective average action describes the change of Fk with varying scale k. This ensures that only a small momentum range q2 ~ k 2 must be contolled. The change of the k-dependent 1PI vertices characterizing Fk can now be expressed in terms of such vertices only. Indeed, an exact evolution equation for the scale dependence of the effective average action has been proposed recently [7] . It reads for scalar fields q0
where is a suitable short distance scale and F~ 2) is the exact k dependent inverse propagator as given by the second functional derivative of Fk with respect to the fields (p. The trace indicates a summation over internal indices and a momentum integration 1. The function R~ contains details of the averaging procedure and causes the integral to be infrared convergent. Ultraviolet finiteness is guaranted by an appropriate behaviour of gRk/Ot. We We note that for q2 ~k 2 the infrared cutoff Re ,-~ Zkk 2 acts like an additional mass term whereas its influence on modes with q2 ~>k 2 is suppressed exponentially. Although (1.1) has the form of a renormalization group improved one loop equation (and has actually first been proposed in this context [4] ) it involves no approximation. It has a simple graphical representation ( Fig. 1) as a loop expression in terms of 1PI-vertices only. Equation (1.1) can be related to earlier versions of "exact renormalization group equations" [8] by an appropriate Legendre transform [9] . For k - § 0 all quantum fluctuations are "integrated out" and the effective average action becomes the generating functional for the 1PI green functions (the usual "effective action") in this limit. This distinguishes Fk from the "effective action with variable ultraviolet cutoff' whose dependence on the cutoff is described by the "exact renormalization group equation" [8] and which becomes a relatively complicated object in the limit k -+ 0 [10]. The simple form of Fk, which can be described, for example, in terms of a scalar potential, kinetic term and higher derivative terms, makes it a reasonable starting point for the development of a nonperturbative method. A nonperturbative exact evolution equation (1.1) is not yet a nonperturbative method. In order to extract physics one needs in addition a systematic way of solving this equation for k -+ 0, with initial conditions specified by the "bare action" FA at some short distance scale A -I. As it stands, (1.1) is a partial differential equation for a function Fk depending on infinitely many variables -for example the Fourier modes p(q) of the scalar field and k. This is, in general, impossible to solve. Equivalently, we may expand Fk in terms of invariants with respect to the symmetries of the theory. Equation (1.1) is then transformed into an infinite system of coupled nonlinear differential equations for infintely many couplings (for example 1PI Green functions). Without a systematic approximation method which reduces this infinite system to a finite system (which can then be solved by numerical or analytical methods) not much practical progress is made compared to the simple renormalization group improvement discussed in [4] . From a more systematic point of view a nonperturbative method should be able to compute physical quantities and to give an estimate of the error even for situations where perturbation theory fails. Our paper contains a proposal for such a systematic nonperturbative method.
The basic problem we are confronted with can be seen by taking functional derivatives of (1.1) with respect to 4). We need F~ 2) on the r.h.s, and may obtain an evolution equation for this quantity by taking the second functional derivative of (1.1). The corresponding flow equation expresses OF~2)/c~t in terms of F(k 2), F~ 3) and F (4). This feature proliferates to higher Green functions: The evolution equation for the n-point function r(") involves r(n+l) and F~ n+2) ~k ~k and the system never closes. For n sufficiently large the couplings F2 n) are "irrelevant couplings". They are usually small in a perturbative context since they are proportional to appropriate powers of a small coupling. For nonperturbatire problems no such argument is available and we have to find a way to estimate F(~ n+l) and F~: n+2) in order to solve the evolution equation for t~(~') The main point for a proposal for a systematic nonperturbative method for scalar field theories consists in the calculation of F[] ) for n sufficiently large by a renormalization group improved one loop approximation. In contrast to the exact expression for or'x''~ c3t which can be derived from (1.1) the one loop expression for F~ n) will be approximative. It only involves 1PI vertices F~ ") with m < n. For high enough n the momentum integral in the loop is both ultraviolet and infrared finite and dominated by a small momentum range q2 ~ k 2 2. We therefore expect this approximation to be quite accurate if the involved vertices F(k m) do not depend too strongly on k. Details of our method and a way of estimating errors will be indicated in the next section.
We also want to test our proposal for a new nonperturbative method for some problem where exact analytical results are l~nown. For this reason we compute in the present paper the/~-function for the quartic coupling 2 of a O(N)-symmetric scalar theory in ~bur dimensions. In section 3 we derive in a short way the general equations. In Sect. 4 to 6 we calculate the beta function of the quartic coupling step by step increasing the number of included couplings. We keep all terms in order 23 and find agreement with the standard two loop result. We emphasize, however, that we never perform a two loop calculation but only solve the exact evolution equation (1.1). We also do not employ here an iterative solution which would be equivalent to a loop expansion: All momentum integrals appearing in our calculation have the form of one loop integrals. In our approach the two loop result obtaines from an improved one loop calculation! Although this result is remarkable by itself it should be seen here as an illustration and check of our nonperturbative method. The real power of this method will appear once applied to truly nonperturbative problems. A precision calculation of critical exponents in the three dimensional theory is in progress and results will be reported elsewhere. As discussed in more detail in the next section the proposed method has its limitations for a very fast running of the couplings. We will deal explicitly with such a situation in Sect. 7, where we discuss the evolution equations for very large values of the quartic scalar coupling.
